New Thriller Portrays Cyber Warfare as the Next Terror Threat
The digital revolution is on. Technology has generated many fabulous enhancements
to daily life, but new dangers are becoming ever present. The incidents of "hacking",
cyber attacks or penetrations, into both government and corporate databases are on
the rise. Experts have warned of these ever-increasing vulnerabilities. But what are
people and corporations supposed to do?
January 26, 2016 (FPRC) -- Do you think your personal information is safe from a cyber attack? Do
you think your government or a corporation can protect you from an incident of "hacking"? Is our
financial system safe?
Sadly, according to many experts, including those interviewed on the PBS News Hour program,
October 2015, the answer to all of these is probably not. Yet, more and more, sensitive personal
information is stored online or held by companies that may be subject to a cyber attack.
In the new spy thriller, The Secret Keepers by Geoffrey M. Gluckman, the vulnerabilities of cyber
penetrations are portrayed in a mesmerizing and twisting tale.
In this sequel to the award-winning thriller, Deadly Exchange (2007), Sara Nardell returns with Frank
Revere and join Peter Wellington's elite special operations force, AEGIS, all now under the auspices
of the United Nations.
Sara and Peter meet with a man telling a tale of an upscale brothel in the heart of Manhattan, a front
for girls held hostage for the sex trade. Sara soon discovers a world rampant with sex trafficking
from Vancouver to China.
What begins as a simple rescue leads to a race to prevent a financial meltdown of Western markets
by cyber attack. At the core of it, shrouded in deception, hides a Chinese government-sanctioned
group, known only as The Elders.
Like sediment stirred in a stream, deeper layers only further muddy the waters of truth...and
increase peril for all.
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